Abstract-When an agent wants to fulfill its desires about the world, the agent usually has multiple plans to choose from and these plans have different pre-conditions and additional effects in addition to achieving its goals. Therefore, for further reasoning and interaction with the world, a plan selection strategy (usually based on plan cost estimation) is mandatory for an autonomous agent. This demand becomes even more critical when uncertainty on the observation of the world is taken into account, since in this case, we consider not only the costs of different plans, but also their chances of success estimated according to the agent's beliefs. In addition, when multiple goals are considered together, different plans achieving the goals can be conflicting on their preconditions (contexts) or the required resources. Hence a plan selection strategy should be able to choose a subset of plans that fulfills the maximum number of goals while maintaining context consistency and resource-tolerance among the chosen plans. To address the above two issues, in this paper we first propose several principles that a plan selection strategy should satisfy, and then we present selection strategies that stem from the principles, depending on whether a plan cost is taken into account. In addition, we also show that our selection strategy can partially recover intention revision.
I. INTRODUCTION Since Bratman proposed his planning theory of intentions in
and the subsequent seminal work of Cohen and Levesque in [3] formalizing Bratman's framework, modelling agent systems using theories of intention has obtained more and more attention. Among these theories, the BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) approach, introduced by Rao and Georgeff in [15] , [16] , might be the most well-known and commonly accepted framework for modelling and implementing multiagent scenarios. In BDI systems, the idea that rational agents should not pursue impossible goals since their beliefs forbid any intention to achieve these goals is readily reflected in the logic frameworks of Belief, Desire, and Intention systems [15] . Moreover, recently, in [18] , it is proposed that an agent should not have a set of conflicting intentions, which cannot be achieved simultaneously. When this situation happens, i.e., there exists a set of conflicting intentions, intention revision should be applied to resolve this matter. Actually, intention revision, or more extensively, intention reconsideration that revisits the commitments to planned activity held by an agent is an important notion in BDI systems [1] .
As intentions are represented as sets of hierarchically related plans [16] , in this sense plan selection can be seen as an extended variant of intention revision. That is, given multiple goals and each goal may have a set of plans to achieve it, how to choose a suitable subset of plans among all the plans? In the literature, there are few papers considered plan selection in BDI systems. In [4] , the main focus is to measure the cost of a plan; [6] studies cooperative plan selection through trust among multi-agents; Other works like [20] , [19] apply machine learning to derive the probability for the condition of a plan and use it for plan selection. In the meantime, intention revision, which is closely related to plan selection w.r.t the revision/selection methods, is also investigated by recent works in BDI systems, e.g., [22] , [21] , [7] , [5] , [18] . While these works studies on plan selection or intention revision, they seldom consider uncertainty that can emerge in agent's beliefs (see [13] , [9] , [12] ). However, in multiagent systems, especially in BDI systems, uncertainty has been discussed in many research articles (e.g., [14] , [17] , [8] , [2] ) in relation to both incomplete information about an environment and an agent's uncertain beliefs about some observations. As a consequence, it is reasonable to expect these two trends be combined together, i.e., to study plan selection strategies in uncertainty-enabled BDI systems.
In this paper, we focus on the uncertainty of the agent's beliefs, which leads to the uncertainty for determining the satisfiability of the preconditions of plans. More precisely, suppose there are multiple goals G 1 , · · · , G n that an agent wants to achieve, and each goal is associated with several alternative plans that can achieve it. When uncertainty is not considered, an optimal plan selection strategy is to choose a set of plans that can achieve the maximum number of goals (or minimizing the costs when cost information is available for the plans). When uncertainty is taken into account, i.e., the precondition for a plan cannot be determined as simply YES or NO, but with a probability value, an optimal plan selection strategy should also consider the probabilities that the plans can be successfully executed, and clearly if we cannot meet both the maximal goals and the greatest probability, then we have to make an appropriate compromise between the two. This observation, i.e., maximizing the chances that plans can be executed when uncertainty is present, is equally applicable to intention revision. In recent works about intention revision (e.g., [18] ), intentions generated from pre-ranked plans are used for achieving goals. For example, an intention from ranked plans can be of the form: !G : φ 1 ← P 1 : · · · : φ n ← P n which means that, for achieving goal G, if φ 1 holds, then P 1 (the plan ranked first) is executed; if P 1 is not successfully executed, and if φ 2 holds 1 , then P 2 is chosen for execution; and so on. Here it should be pointed out that this form of plan definition actually integrates a set of plans as: !G :
In these plans, the contexts (preconditions, i.e., φ i ∧ i−1 j=1 ¬φ j ) of them are exclusively and iteratively ordered. To overcome this limitation, in our framework, we extend the plans (and their corresponding conditions) to be separated as simply: !G : φ i ← P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that the probabilities of conditions for the plans can be evaluated simultaneously. Clearly if all the φ i s are exclusive, then this set of plans can be rewritten into the pre-ranked plan format !G :
That is, the classic pre-ranked plan formats are recovered when our framework is reduced to the situation that all the φ i s are exclusive. Moreover, instead of focusing on crisp formulas (i.e., φ i ) as done previously, in our framework, each formula is attached with a probability according to an agent's mental states of the worlds. This probabilistic plan selection framework is also a generalization of ranking-based plan representation, since the latter can be recovered by ranking plans based on probabilities of their preconditions.
As an example, consider a logistics company delivering goods from city A to city B. The delivery plan is sensitive to weather condition. On a day with good weather, each trolley only needs one driver while in bad weather, two drivers are needed. As plans are designed before weather conditions are known (e.g., plans are drawn one day before delivery, etc.), the uncertainty on weather conditions should be taken into account. The company will choose different set of plans to execute based on different expectations of weather conditions. Here the variation on weather expectation can stem from the change of agent's beliefs on weather conditions when time elapses. Therefore, a framework that is able to represent and reason with uncertainty in BDI plan selection (i.e., selecting the best set of plans according to some strategy/principles) would be desirable.
Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we investigate how to perform plan selection when agents' belief state is uncertain. We consider three basic principles for plan selection under uncertainty. The first principle is Mind Consistency. That is, the set of plans an agent wants to execute together should be consistent in the sense that the set of preconditions of the set of plans are feasible, and the joint preconditions should be as plausible as possible. The second principle is Resource Tolerance, which means that the set of plans to be executed together should not have any conflict in resources (human resources, funds, etc.). For instance, if an agent does not have enough funds to execute all the plans in the chosen set, then it violates resource tolerance. The third one is Maximizing Goals, which states that an agent should aim to achieve as many goals as possible.
We first develop our framework to deal with plan selection when no cost/reward information is available. We show that in this case we can choose the best plan set with maximum degree of certainty and achieving the maximum number of goals. We also show that this step of the framework partially recovers intention revision strategies introduced in [18] . Furthermore, we study cases when cost/reward information is attached to plans, and demonstrate that our framework can still choose the best set of plans that maximize expected profits (rewards minus costs) while satisfying the maximum number of goals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide some preliminaries on notations and definitions for our framework. We then propose our principles on plan selection in Section 3. Next, we consider strategies for plan selection. For that firstly in Section 4 we study plan selection without taking into account the reward/cost information for goals and plans and secondly we add the rewards/costs issue into plan selection which will be addressed in Section 5. In Section 6, we compare our strategies with intention revision methods. In Section 7, we compare our framework with some relevant works and finally we conclude our paper in Section 8.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we use a variant of the CAN (Conceptual Agent Notation) BDI programming language which is in line with the well-known Agent-Speak language developed by Rao and Georgeff [15] , [16] . The CAN language provides three types of atoms: events or event-goals (denoted by e), beliefs (denoted by b), and actions (denoted by a). Here an action atom is presented with its precondition and consequence, i.e., we write a : φ ← ψ, where the precondition φ is a conjunction of belief literals and the consequence ψ is a list of adding or removing of belief atoms in an agents' belief base. All actions are assumed to be deterministic. To represent uncertainty (in this paper we use probability theory to represent uncertainty), we also introduce probability values for uncertain beliefs.
We use L B to denote a propositional language over basic belief atoms formed in the usual manner. Lowercase Greek letters, possibly with decorations, will be used to denote a sentence of L B .
We use Λ to denote an action description library that contains descriptions about primitive actions and their effects.
We use P to denote a plan library that contains a set of plans in the domain. Each plan is associated with an event goal e that the plan aims to achieve, a precondition φ which is a conjunction of belief literals and a plan body P to realize e when condition φ is believed to be true. P can be a primitive action (e.g., a), adding or deleting of a belief atom (e.g., b, ¬b), testing for a condition (e.g., ?φ), posting a goal (e.g., !e), or a sequence of plans (e.g., P 1; P 2). In addition, in this paper we also introduce costs/rewards (and hence profits) for plans which are numerical values.
In CAN, a BDI agent is specified by an initial belief base B, a plan library P, and an action description library Λ. B is a set of atoms representing the agent's initial beliefs about the world (i.e., for which the agent believes to be true).
In our framework, we suppose there is a probability distribution 2 on the language L B (in the usual possible-world semantics), and for each plan e : φ ← P , according to the probability distribution, we can always obtain p(φ) as the probability value of φ.
The intention base Π contains the intentions that the agent has already committed to for handling previously posted events. As mentioned in [16] , an intention is a set of hierarchically related plans, (e.g., the aforementioned G).
A. Semantics
In [15] , [16] , Rao and Georgeff introduced a BDI configuration for rational agents, which intuitively can be written as a 5-ary tuple C RG = G , Λ, A , B, Π , where components G , Λ, B and Π are the goal library, action library, belief base and intention base, respectively, and A is the sequence of actions executed so far. Here we also put the plan library P into the tuple (and makes it a 6-ary tuple) as
Like in [18] , in this paper an agent configuration is used to depict the internal state of the agent. To link the internal state to the external event, apparently we also need a notion to describe the environment which interacts with the internal state to determine which external actions should be considered by the agent [18] . Formally speaking, let C denote the set of all possible agent configurations and E be the set of all possible external events in the domain, i.e., adding or removing beliefs, and posting a goal, etc., the environment is defined as a function : C → 2 E [18] . That is, within a given environment and a configuration, the set of actions an agent is about to take (which lead to sets of events in E ) are determined. For example, given a configuration C and an environment , (C) might contain a belief update that the time cost for a journey from city A to city B has dropped 20% (e.g., due to the deployment of a high-speed train). Furthermore, each time the agent takes an action in some environment, its configuration is changed accordingly. That is, w.r.t. an environment , an agent configuration C can be transformed into another configuration C . To represent this, the transition relation → for each environment is defined such that C → C indicates configuration C is resulted from taking one single action on configuration C, within environment .
As we consider rational agents, an intuitive restriction on environments is that any environment should be consistent with any configuration in the sense that for any agent configuration, an environment cannot lead the agent to consider two contradictory actions. Formally, for any belief atom b, configuration C and environment , at most one of +b and −b are in (C) (Recall that (C) is a set of external events).
Similarly to [18] , as we will focus on dealing with P,
If there is no confusion w.r.t. context, we also call C − a configuration.
For each goal G, let P = {P 1 , · · · , P m } be the set of plans to achieve G. 2 For obtaining a probability distribution from a knowledge base, see [11] .
III. PRINCIPLES OF PLAN SELECTION
In this section, we explore the principles that a plan selection strategy should satisfy when uncertainty is taken into account.
Plan selection aims to choose the best subset of plans from a given plan base that an agent needs to consider. This can happen when a new goal is added (and hence several plans for the goal are added as well), the agent's belief is changed, the agent discovers an alternative plan to achieve a goal, or the agent detects that there is some internal inconsistency among some plans that the agent wants to execute. Clearly, we cannot randomly choose several plans and wait until the execution of some plan has been blocked, since it wastes resources. Therefore, we should provide some strategies to enable the agent to choose the best subset of plans in these cases. In addition, in this paper, we focus on plan selection strategies without looking into plan execution details (e.g., actions or subgoals).
To achieve different goals, an agent generates different sets of plans. These plans have pre-conditions which may lead to a subset of plans that cannot be executed together since their pre-conditions are inconsistent. For instance, to achieve a goal "Safe-Operation", there are two plans for a train agent. P 1 : if there is a train ahead of it within 1 mile (a safe distance limit), then it should stop until the preceding train has moved to a safe enough distance; and P 2 : if there is no train ahead or the preceding train is not within 1 mile, then it can start moving. In addition, the train agent has another goal "MovingFast", which gives rise to a plan P 3 : if there is no train ahead within 1 mile, it keeps moving. Then plans P 1 and P 3 cannot be executed (or even triggered) together since their pre-conditions are in conflict, whilst P 2 and P 3 can be executed together. This is what we call the principle of Mind Consistency as follows:
Mind Consistency If an agent wants to execute multiple plans together, he/she believes that it is possible to trigger them together. That is, the pre-conditions of the plans are consistent. Mind Consistency only focuses on agent's beliefs. An agent should be rational in defining and choosing the best set of plans. Moreover, when uncertainty is taken into account, this principle has a further intuition. That is, the agent favors those plans (while they are consistent) with greatest possibility. So if there are multiple sets of plans whose pre-conditions are consistent, the agent prefers the set that is the most plausible. This is reasonable, since the agent has to make sure the plans can be triggered with a probability as high as possible, otherwise if plans can only be rarely triggered, then obviously the goals cannot be assured.
In this paper, for a set of plans, we use the joint probability of its pre-conditions to measure the consistency degree of agents' mind of the set of plans. Note that ensuring the greatest joint probability guarantees that the set of plans are logically consistent, since for logically inconsistent plans, the joint probability is 0.
More precisely, when we consider probabilities attached on preconditions, then Mind Consistency should be extended to:
Mind Consistency If an agent wants to execute multiple plans together, he/she believes that it is possible to trigger them together, and will choose the set of plans with the greatest joint probability. Further more, if each plan is associated with a utility, then maximizing expected utility will be considered to replace the consideration on joint probability and Mind Consistency is adapted to:
Mind Consistency The agent wants to obtain as many expected utilities as possible if expected utilities can be computed. The use of the three Mind Consistency principles will be automatically clarified by the context (depending on whether probability or utility is used).
The second principle considers the resources that the execution of plans requires. Intuitively, if some set of plans are going to be executed, there should be enough resources to satisfy their needs. Here the resources include (but are not limited to) time, monetary, and physical human resources, etc. Similar to the Mind Consistency principle, we have the following Resource Tolerance principle.
Resource Tolerance If an agent wants to execute multiple plans together, he/she knows that there is enough resources to execute them together. As an example, to achieve a goal "GoingHome" when an agent is off work at 5pm, it can either take a bus which takes 15 minutes or walk which takes 1 hour. If it also wants to achieve a goal "HavingGoodDinner no later than 6pm", which requires a plan of cooking for 30 minutes, then obviously the plan walking home is not resource (e.g., time) tolerant with the plan of cooking, whilst taking a bus home and cooking are resource tolerant.
It is worth to point out that for resource tolerance, there is an implicit assumption of resource conflict. For instance, a person may not be able to do two specific things simultaneously such as driving and cooking, but can both drive and listen to music (two actions), or a fixed amount of money (e.g., $100) cannot cover two kinds of costs (e.g., $60 and $70), etc. We assume resource dependency (or tolerance) is specific and known to individual applications, so we do not consider about resource inconsistency further in this paper.
This principle is similar to the Environment Tolerance principle in [18] . However, since in our paper we consider uncertain beliefs, preconditions of plans are then not in a certain state but are associated with probabilities. So tolerance on preconditions does not apply and hence environment tolerance therefore reduces to resources tolerance here. In addition, Environment Tolerance principle in [18] is used for intention revision, while Resource Tolerance here is used for plan selection.
There still could be more than one set of plans that satisfy both the aforementioned principles. A simple and intuitive example is that: in the no utility case, if a set P of plans satisfies the aforementioned principles, then any subset of P also satisfies them. Clearly in this case we prefer P to any of its (strict) subset. To deal with this issue, we need the following principle.
Maximizing Goals The agent wants to achieve as many goals as possible.
With the Maximizing Goals principle, clearly we do not need to worry about the aforementioned problem since P satisfies more goals than any of its subsets.
IV. PLAN SELECTION WITHOUT REWARDS/COSTS
In this section, we describe the process of plan selection according to the agent's belief change. Here we do not consider rewards of goals or costs of plans in the selection process, and hence we do not calculate expected utilities.
Let us have a look at the following example. Example 1: Suppose a logistics company delivers goods from city A to city B (and it takes one day to go from A to B), or inside city A. The delivery is sensitive to the weather condition. If it is a good day, then each trolley only needs one driver to drive and look after it while in bad weather, two drivers are needed in one trolley for cross-city delivery. Suppose the company has two drivers, Alex and Bob, and the goods occupy two trolleys. To differentiate, we name the goods in two trolleys X and Y , respectively. X should be delivered from city A to city B, and Y is delivered inside A after X is delivered due to some reliance relation.
Then we have the following goals and plans for the company:
That is, in good weather, Alex will be sent out to deliver X and Bob to deliver Y . They can go together. However, in bad weather, Alex and Bob will have to deliver X together, so in this case X and Y cannot be delivered together. Given that it takes one day to deliver a trolley of goods, one trolley has to be delivered the other day.
Clearly if the condition of good weather does not hold, then goals deliverX and deliverY have resource conflict, i.e., there are not enough human resources to deliver.
Here comes the uncertainty that the weather condition is not certain. It cannot be fully determined before the delivery starts. In this case we should model agent's beliefs with uncertainty, and hence the preconditions of the goals are also uncertain. Now if we know the probability on the weather, then which subset of plans should be chosen? In situations like Example 1, according to Resource Tolerance, a good plan selection strategy should guarantee that the selected plans can be executed together, without resource conflict (e.g., human resource conflict between P 2 and P 3 ). Then according to the principle of Maximizing Goals, the strategy should be able to select the largest number of plans that achieve the maximal number of goals 3 . Finally, according to Mind Consistency, the strategy should pay attention to the set of plans (obtained up to now) with the greatest probability.
A natural question here is whether the strategy always provide a resulting plan set. The answer is positive, at least in the sense of an empty set of plans. To this end, similar to [18] , we denote Success(P, C − , ) to be an undefined primitive in our framework indicating that P can be successfully executed in environment with configuration C − . Actually we have mentioned that for resources, usually there is an implicit assumption for resource conflict, which is self-indicative in the application domain but cannot be described in general. So the primitive Success(P, C − , ) can be viewed as a domain specific concept indicating resource consistency.
First note that an empty set of plans is always executed successfully w.r.t. any configuration in any environment.
Axiom 1: (Null Success) ∀C, .Success(∅, C − , ). This axiom setting actually provides us a trivial answer to plan selection. That is, if we do not consider the principle of Maximal Goals, then we can always obtain an empty plan set which satisfies Mind Consistency and Resource Tolerance. This shows why the principles of Maximal Goals and Mind Consistency are not only intuitive, but also necessary. In addition, this axiom also ensures that our system will not fail.
When we mention that the strategy should be able to select the largest number of plans that achieve the maximal number of goals, we should note that one goal is only needed to be achieved once. That is, if we have multiple plans to achieve the same goal, it is sufficient to choose one specific plan to achieve the goal. Formally, for any plan P , let G P be the goal it aims to achieve and P P be the set of plans for goal G P . Now we define single choice plan sets that a goal can be achieved by a single plan.
Definition 1: (Single Choice Plan Sets) SC(P)
Note that here P j ∈ P Pi also implies P i ∈ P Pj . More precisely, it means that plans P i and P j are designed to achieving the same goal, and hence P Pi and P Pj are the same set. Therefore, the non-existence of such P i , P j indicates that in a single choice plan set, for any goal G, there is at most one plan that can achieve it.
Evidently, for a plan set, we require that this set of plans can be executed together, without any resource conflict. In this sense, now we define feasible plan sets which stem from the resource tolerance principle that the sets of plans should be possible in some environments, or there should be enough resources to execute the set of plans together.
Definition 2: (Possible Feasible Sets) P oss(P, P,
This definition precludes any resource conflict. For instance, in Example 1, we have both P oss({P 1 }, P, C − ) and P oss({P 1 , P 3 }, P, C − ) hold while P oss({P 2 , P 3 }, P, C − ) does not hold since both P 2 and P 3 require Go(Bob).
Right now, we have applied the Resource Tolerance principle, and obtained possible feasible plan sets afterwards. Now it is time to apply the Maximizing Goals principle on the obtained plan sets. Clearly with the Maximizing Goals principle, an agent would like to achieve as many plans together as possible, hence a possible feasible set should be extended to a maximal state.
For instance, in Example 1, we have both Max({P 2 }, P, C − ) and Max({P 1 , P 3 }, P, C − ) hold while Max({P 1 }, P, C − ) does not hold. That is, both {P 2 } and {P 1 , P 3 } are maximum feasible plan sets while {P 1 } is not (since
Note that together with the single choice definition, here the number of plans in the set just equals the number of achieved goals.
Let MF S(P, C − ) be the set of all maximum feasible sets. Let P re P be the precondition of plan P . Definition 4: (Probability Of a Single Choice Plan Set) ∀P.SC(P), P rob(P) def = P r( P ∈P P re P ).
Here we have used the Mind Consistency principle. That is, if the preconditions of plans inP are inconsistent, then we have P rob(P) = 0 which means that the agent will ignore this set of plans.
Based on the above definitions, we can define our selection results.
Definition 5:
This definition simply reflects our intuition of the selection strategy that we are looking for a maximal feasible plan set with the greatest joint probability.
For instance, in Example 1, if we have P r(goodW eather) = 0.8, then according to Def. 5, the selection result is {P 1 , P 3 } while if P r(¬goodW eather) = 0.8, then the selection result changes to {P 2 }.
The next proposition shows that our system will not fail. That is, it always provide a selection result.
Proposition 1: ∀P, C − .∃P.SR(P, P, C − ). While Proposition 1 ensures there will be a selection result, it does not say whether the result is an emptyset or not. To answer this question, the following property shows that as long as there is one plan possible, the selection result is not empty.
As in real-life applications, the agent usually maintains at least one possible plan, then our system will provide a non-empty plan set.
Given the selection result, we should show that it is the best plan set we can have. That is, we need to show that any possible plan set, compared to the selection result, either it cannot achieve as many goals as the selection plan set can, or it is not as plausible as the selection result.
Proposition 3:
With the above properties, obviously our plan selection strategy does provide satisfactory selection result.
V. PLAN SELECTION WITH REWARDS/COSTS
In this section, we describe the strategy of plan selection when we consider rewards of goals and costs for executing plans in the selection process. Here we suppose that rewards and costs are measurable numerical values (interested readers can refer to [4] for the calculation of the cost of a plan). The approach proposed here can be extended to deal with situations that the (reward, cost) pair can be compared in a pairwise sense.
The plan selection strategy is similar to the one introduced for plan selection without rewards/costs. However, since we have rewards/costs information and hence expected utility information of a plan (or a plan set), we use the expected utility information to replace simply the probability information.
Again let G P be the goal that plan P is designed to achieve. To calculate the expected utility of a plan, we first define the profit of a plan as follows.
Definition 6: (Profits of a plan) P rof(P )
Here we suppose all profits are positive, otherwise we do not need such a plan 4 . Recall that P re P stands for the precondition of P . Now we can calculate the expected utility in the standard way.
Definition 7: (Expected Utility Of a plan) EU (P )
Actually what we want is the expected utility of a plan set instead of a plan. So we define the expected utility of a single choice plan (SCP) set as follows.
Definition 8: (Expected Utility Of a SCP Set) ∀P.SC(P), EU(P) def = Σ P ∈P EU (P ). Now we define the selection result as the maximal feasible sets that have the greatest expected utility.
Compared to Def. 5, this definition uses expected utility to replace the probability value, since intuitively the expected utility is more desirable than just the probability.
Similar to the no rewards/costs case, we have the following properties for the selection strategy. The first says that this strategy does not fail.
Proposition 4: ∀P, C − .∃P.SRP (P, P, C − ). Second, to avoid the empty selection result, the following property shows that as long as there is one plan possible, the selection result is not empty.
And finally we show that any possible plan set, compared to the selection result, either it cannot achieve as many goals as the selection result can, or it does not bring as much expected utility as the selection result.
Proposition 6:
Note that plan selection with rewards/costs is not a simple extension of selection without rewards/costs. That is, if we define all rewards as 1 and all costs as 0, then the two kinds of selection results do not match.
Example 2: In Example 1, let P r(¬goodW eather) = 0.6, then by the first selection result we get {P 2 }, and by the second selection result we get {P 1 , P 3 }.
The reason is that for overlapped preconditions, the joint probability is not the sum of the probabilities of such preconditions, whilst the joint profit is always the sum of the profits of all participated plans.
VI. RELATION TO RANKED INTENTION REVISION
Intention revision is an important task in BDI programming. It aims to choose the best subset of intentions from a given intention base that the agent needs to reconsider. This can happen when a new goal is added, the agent's belief is changed, or the agent finds that there is some internal inconsistency among some intentions that the agent wants to execute (which is similar to situations for plan selection).
In the recent paper about intention revision [18] , ranked intentions represented as !G : φ 1 ← P 1 : · · · : φ n ← P n are revised. The semantics for this construct is that if φ 1 is satisfied, then P 1 is executed to achieve G, otherwise if φ 2 is satisfied, then P 2 is chosen, and so on. Here for convenience we call each φ i ← P i a ranked item. [18] proposes two revision methods to make the intention base consistent: i) dropping some intentions; ii) modifying some intentions (i.e., removing some ranked items in the modified intentions) 5 ; to make the intention base consistent. Now we reduce the uncertainty of plans into preferences on intentions. The transformation is defined as:
Definition 10: For a ranked intention !G :
is a small enough positive real). Then we can then obtain a set of plans to achieve G as !G : φ i ← P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and we set the profit of each such plan by 1. We call it this set of plans an Uncertainty Replacement of the ranked intention. For an intention base Π, we denote by UR(Π) be the union of the uncertainty replacements of intentions in Π.
Note that with this transformation, our definition of single choice plan set becomes a distinct intention set as defined in paper [18] .
Our revision result SRP (P, P, C − ) reduces to modification revision (Rev M ) defined in [18] .
Example 3: In Example 1, if we introduce a ranked intention as:
And we transform it as P 1 and P 2 (Recall P 1 , P 2 , P 3 in Example 1), where we set P (¬goodW eather) = 0.55 and P rof(P 1 ) = P rof(P 2 ) = P rof(P 3 ) = 1.
By Def. 9, the plan selection result is {P 1 , P 3 }, and we have the modification revision result is just {P 1 , P 3 }.
In contrast, if we view the ranked intention !G : φ 1 ← P 1 : · · · : φ k ← P k as a plan with precondition φ 1 and probability P r(φ 1 ), then the result of applying our approach leads to a subset of the result of the dropping-intention revision (Rev D )
in [18] . For any intention base Π, let trans(Π) denote the set of all transformed plans. 
Then together with P 3 (Recall P 1 , P 2 , P 3 in Example 1), by Def. 5, the plan selection result is {P 3 }, and the dropping revision result is {{P 4 }, {P 3 }}. Now suppose P r(gW ) > 0.5, if we introduce another ranked intention as:
Then together with P 3 , by Def. 5, the plan selection result is {P 3 , P 5 }, and the dropping revision result is {{P 3 , P 5 }}.
VII. RELEVANT WORKS
In [4] , repair plan selection strategies are discussed where plans to be selected are for different goals (intentions), whilst in our approach, different plans can be used to achieve the same goal and hence should be made choice among them. Also, the main focus of [4] is to calculate the cost of a plan.
In [6] , cooperative plan selection strategies based on trust information among multi-agents is studied. It stresses that individual agents must interact for the overall system to function effectively and it considers the information needed by an agent to be able to assess the degree of risk involved in a particular course of action. This information is then used for plan selection. That is, the plan selection strategy of [6] focuses on interaction information (i.e., trust) between multiagents which is beyond our paper.
Papers [20] , [19] address the problem that preconditions of plans are restricted to be boolean formulas that are to be specified at design/implementation time. So they propose methods to allow agents to learn the probability of success for plans based on previous execution experiences, using the decision tree model. While they also consider uncertainty in plan selection, they focus on the success rate of plans.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed plan selection under uncertainty. We also have proposed three principles on plan selection with uncertainty. Furthermore, we have provided strategies to deal with plan selection cases where rewards/costs are considered for goals or not. We have also compared our strategies with some intention revision approaches with ranked intentions.
As we know, beliefs can be revised upon receiving new information which is not completely consistent with the prior beliefs. In this case, the set of plans that will be chosen should also be changed. If the beliefs are revised before any plan has been executed, then we just need to follow the revised beliefs and use the framework proposed in this paper. However, if the beliefs are revised when a subset of plans have been partially executed, then more complicated plan selection methods should be proposed. This remains an open problem and is an interesting future direction of our work.
In the future, we also want to explore uncertainty cases for cascaded plan sets directly and apply our strategies to intention revision. In addition, another interesting future direction is to consider uncertainty on the degree that a plan can fulfill the goal. Actually in real life, we cannot ensure that a goal is always 100% achieved when we have executed a plan for it. Furthermore, considering uncertainty on desires, action results, etc., could also be promising.
A weakness about the current plan selection approaches is that it only concerns with a one-shot selection, rather than an iterative selection process. This is because the selection function does not change the environment which, in an iterative selection process, should be changed according to actions taken and external intervention. In this case, a solution might be to replace environments with epistemic states [10] which can be updated consistently. This is also an interesting problem for future work.
